ARCHOS SafeT touch available for immediate shipment
to crypto enthusiasts seeking a trustworthy ecosystem
from one ultra-secure dedicated device

Paris – Wednesday, September 11th, 2019 – After 2 years of heavy R&D, ARCHOS announces today its new
hardware wallet is available at €129 on archos.com for immediate shipment and on amazon.com in a few
days. The ARCHOS SafeT touch provides crypto traders with the most complete solution, allowing them to
both safeguard their assets and manage their investment portfolio easily from one single ultra-secure
device.
The report published by Chappuis Halder in June 20191 concludes that there are more than 40 million active
crypto enthusiasts across the globe, including more than 10 million Europeans, with an average monthly
BTC trading volume estimated to 46 737 transactions in this region.
One of the main threat crypto traders are exposed to is the theft of their assets. In its Q2 2019 report2,
Ciphertrace, the leading crypto currency intelligence firm, confirms cybercriminals looted $125 million in
Bitcoin, Ethereum and other digital assets from exchanges last quarter.
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Source: https://www.chappuishalder.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Publication_Crypto-traders-06-2019.pdf – June 2019
Source: https://ciphertrace.com/ciphertrace-q2-2019-cryptocurrency-anti-money-laundering-report-thefts-scams-and-fraud-mayexceed-4-26-billion-for-the-year/ – July 2019
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Security at the highest level
The ARCHOS SafeT touch consists in a hardware wallet with state of the art security by design:













A secure element, tamper-resistant, to store
private keys in a safe digital vault.
A secure transaction-specific execution area,
running a certified EAL7 secure operating
system, developed in partnership with Prove
& Run, a leading company in cybersecurity for
connected devices and embedded systems.
This dedicated operating system has been
solely designed to run mission-critical
applications and to protect against
cyberattacks, even the most sophisticated
ones.
A Trusted User Interface and a Trusted
Indicator are automatically activated right at
the triggering of sensitive actions, for a
superior protection.
A secure Bluetooth Low Energy stack inside
the secure operating system, its activation for
synchronization being notified to the user by
the navigation button blinking in blue.
A mandatory 6 digits PIN code (the ARCHOS
SafeT touch locks out after 4 wrong
passwords attempts).
A fingerprint reader that locks / unlocks the
hardware wallet exclusively by its owner.

In case the ARCHOS SafeT touch is broken, lost or stolen, the holder benefits from a back-up thanks to the
recovery seed of 24 words.

“All-in-One” device
The ARCHOS SafeT touch eases the trade of crypto assets, by getting the right information, buying and
exchanging crypto currencies, storing them, all from one ultra-secure dedicated device.
Thanks to its touch screen and its intuitive graphical user interface, the ARCHOS SafeT touch provides
crypto enthusiasts with a complete ecosystem enabling a full range of services:





Check balances thanks to graphic views of crypto currencies’ evolutions, instant portfolio composition
and capital allocation.
Purchase crypto assets with VISA, SEPA.
Swap coins directly on the device while limiting users’ risk related to malfunction of the exchanges or
centralized hacks.
Manage peer-to-peer transactions using QR codes.
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The ARCHOS SafeT touch offers a virtually unlimited storage capacity and is compatible with the major
coins at launch: Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Bitcoin Gold, Dash, Dogecoin, ERC20, Ethereum, Ethereum Classic,
Litecoin, ZCash.
The ARCHOS team will continue working on upgrades for an extended multi crypto compatibility.

The ARCHOS SafeT touch is available at €129 on archos.com for immediate shipment and on amazon.com
in a few days.

ARCHOS might also consider adding more features to its platform allowing crypto traders to get access to
key blockain related B2B as well as B2C services within the framework of an STO (Security Token Offering):
personal data records including blockchain-based credentials for certified IDs, title deeds, claims
management, etc.

About ARCHOS
ARCHOS, a pioneer in consumer electronics, continues to innovate and revolutionize the consumer
electronics market. Among others, the French manufacturer was first with an HDD MP3 player in 2000, a
multimedia player in 2003, Google Android powered tablets in 2009, a connected Smart Home in 2014 and
PicoWAN, the first collaborative network dedicated to the IoT, in 2016. Today, ARCHOS designs and
democratizes solutions with high innovation value in three segments: smart devices, AI & IoT, blockchain.
ARCHOS is listed on Compartment C of the regulated market of Euronext Paris, ISIN Code: FR0000182479.
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